Appendix 2 Genesis 14:18-20: An Insertion or Not
Only a handful of interpreters, such as Sarna, reject the general scholarly assessment that vv. 18-20 is a later insertion. He argues in light of the plot of the story that the Melchizedek episode "is original and not a later insertion" and serves to heighten the tension of the coming of the king of Sodom.884 Similarly, Sailhamer argues that the episode is read in contrast to Abraham's dealing with the king of Sodom and the king of Salem. 885 Furthermore, a close rhetorical reading of Genesis 14:18-20 and the rest of the chapter reveals how the text has been carefully and skillfully written and should be read as one unit.886 The following five observations point to the unity of Genesis 14.
First, the author uses a literary technique called "taw-aleph" link887 (the endword of a sentence becomes the start-word of the next sentence, qdc-yklm $lmh) to connect verses 17 and 18 together. his role in the later part of this chapter, thereby explaining why a singular verb is used for him even with composite nouns? This may be answered in the affirmative by examining the rhetorical effect fortified by the grammatical-syntactical structure around v. 17. Note that in v. 16, the same word (bwv) appears twice, once in Hiph. imperfect followed by Hiph. perfect. This is balanced by the same word (acy) used twice, once in Qal imperfect (v. 17) followed by Hiph. perfect; whereas, the former describes the king of Sodom and the latter, the king of Salem. Clearly the authorial intention is to contrast the two kings: the former came to wage war; the latter came to bless.
Third, the author repeats the same word in the subsequent context of "The very names of the two kings say as much: Melchizedek, whose name includes the element tzedek, 'righteousness,' and Bera, where we hear the word ra, 'evil'."896 These five observations are sufficient to establish the unity of the chapter, thus allowing us to read Genesis 14 as one rhetorical unit.
